1) This map is for informational purposes only. Use of this map and the information portrayed does not fulfill trip permit or notification requirements for over dimensional vehicles.

2) Information on the map may be incomplete as to legal or physical restrictions for a particular road. Inclusion of a road on the map is not a warranty or guarantee of suitable operating characteristics or sufficient clearance for all vehicles under all conditions. Operators are ultimately responsible for determining the appropriateness of their vehicle for any road.

3) Restricted routes, thru truck routes, and restricted bridges displayed on this map are for roads and bridges under Linn County jurisdiction. Question concerning jurisdiction of a road displayed on this map should be directed to the Linn County Surveyor’s Office at (541)-967-3857.

4) Nothing displayed herein is intended to contravene any applicable requirements of the Oregon Revised Statutes, Oregon Administrative Rules, County Ordinance or Resolution. Operators are responsible for the safe and legal operation of their vehicle.

5) Operators are subject to posted limitations, temporary restrictions, emergency situations, and/or road geometry. These physical circumstances and conditions supersede any information published on this map. For additional current information regarding road conditions, restrictions, and construction projects, visit www.co.linn.or.us/Roads/roads.asp or contact the Linn County Road Department.

Linn County Approved Routes

Refer to C22 Attachment – Linn County Approved Route List for information on approved vehicles authorized for the Approved Routes displayed on the Motor Carrier Reference Map.

Excluded for roads and bridges designated as restricted on the map, as listed in the C22, all other county roads are open to vehicles that are within the described limitations:

- Tractor-Semitrailer Combinations (doubles) may operate at a maximum of 75 feet overall length with a maximum trailer length of 53 feet and up to legal weight on all County roads except where roads and bridges are restricted.
- Log Truck-Pole Trailer Combination (doubles) may operate at a maximum of 75 feet overall length and up to legal weight on all County roads except where roads and bridges are restricted.
- Tractor-Semitrailer/Body Filler Combinations (doubles) may operate at a maximum of 75 feet overall length with up to a 40-foot trailer and up to legal weight on all County roads except where roads and bridges are restricted. The weight measured from the front of the front trailer to the back of the rear trailer shall not exceed 82,000 lbs.
- Truck-Trailer Combinations may operate on maximum 75 feet in overall length with up to a 40-foot trailer, load space not to exceed 92 feet, and up to legal weight on all County roads except where roads and bridges are restricted.
- Double-Trailer Combinations may operate on a maximum of 75 feet overall length with up to a 40-foot trailer, back space not to exceed 92 feet, and up to legal weight on all County roads except where roads and bridges are restricted.

Linn County may consider exceptions to vehicle limitations on a case by case basis, PRIOR APPROVAL, in a SEPARATE PERMIT issued by The Linn County Road Department. Please refer for all roads for over dimensional vehicles and load.
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